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matrox supplies two g200 drivers: one for windows xp and
windows vista and one for windows 7. the windows 7 g200
driver is version 1.02.05s. to download this driver, click this

link: http://support.matrox.com/entries/21793987-win7driver i
have a matrox g200 with a connected monitor. i'm currently
running windows xp, and i'm trying to connect my matrox to

my tv (which is connected to the tv (a function in the tv that's
not recognised)the problem i'm having is that the tv won't

even detect the matrox. please help! so i'm using the drivers
from your website. the 32-bit. and everything is working fine.
except the resolution. the resolution the imac is showing is

1600x1200. while the 2 monitors are showing the resolution is
actually 1024x768. so i thought i would post on here to see if
anybody has any ideas. thanks for your time. ok. i'm using the

drivers from your website. and the resolution is still only
showing up as 1600x1200. the monitors are showing the

correct resolution. so i'm thinking the imac is not recognizing
the display adapter correctly. so i've been scouring through
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the device manager. and i have tried changing the display
settings to use a display adapter other than the built in. i've
also tried using two different display adapters. i'm not really
sure what else to try. so i've been trying to get my imac to

recognize the matrox radeon hd5400 and the matrox radeon
hd5450. i've gone through several different drivers that i have
found on your website. i'm currently using the 32-bit drivers. i
know this is a common problem with the mac os x. but i'm still

having the same problem. i've even tried using the inf files
that are in the archive. but i can't get the dual monitor setup

to work with any of them.
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i have also tried to install it manually without the help of
drivermax only with success. and when i checked the display
resolution, it was 1024x768 as it should. yes, i know that the

resolution is not 1280x1024, but it is much better than
1024x768. i have a dell xps m1530 and the resolution is only

1280x768 (which is the native resolution of the monitor). i
have tried changing it using the x server options in the display
manager and through a win7 system driver but i only get the
default resolution (1280x768) every time. ok, so there's this

guy who's got a 7800, and just tried to install the latest driver,
and the highest it would go was 1024x768. so he went to

matrox's site and downloaded the driver (with the exe) and
opened up the file, and it said the newest version was up to

date, and when he tried to install it, he got errors. he can get
to the screen where he can choose the driver, but when he
tries to install, it says there's an error with the dll.. anyone
know how to fix this? i have the same problem as the other
guy. the highest the resolution i can use is 1024x768. i have
the g200 card and a g400. i tried the manual download from

matrox and the xorg.conf changes didn't work. so i
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downloaded the.inf and.sys files and ran the installation
program with the windows xp option in the.exe file. the video i

got was 1024x768. please help me! my matrox g200e1 has
the same problem as yours. the two different resolutions
(1600x1280 and 1280x960) do not work. i have found a

solution, however. if i turn on the digital driver signature, it
works, but this is not what i want to do. i want to turn on the
digital driver signature but not install the driver. please help

me. i cannot install the driver at all. it cannot find the
kernel.dll. i have downloaded the driver, and i put it in the

windows/system32 directory. i do not know what else i can do.
i have already reinstalled the driver. i have uninstalled it and

then re-installed it, and it still does not work. if i do not turn on
digital driver signature, it installs without a problem. there is

no way to get the 1920x1080 resolution though, which is what
i want. my video card is a matrox g200e1. 5ec8ef588b
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